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NOTES & DISCUSSION

AUSTRALIAN INTELLECTUALS AND THE LEFT
&mdash; A SYMPOSIUM

by George Munster
with Ross Poole, Tim Rowse, Ariel Kay Salleh and Terry Smith*

I

The noun ’intellectual’ still carries the flavour of malaise, if not disrepute, in
Australia, as it has long done in Great Britain. The Macquarie Dictionary,
compiled at one of our universities, gives this revealing definition to it: A
member of a class or group professing or supposed to possess enlightened
judgement and opinions with respect to public or political questions. Courtesy
of a common computer bank, the definition was taken from a British diction-
ary, like so much else in our formal education. However, Australians do now
carry on activities with a family resemblance to those of intellectuals in late
19th century France, Russia or Germany, whose central activity was to
legitimise past, present or future regimes in a contest between rival aspirants.
This task was undertaken either directly, by the formulation of political and
economic theories and analyses, or analogically, by an interpretation of
history and the criticism of literature, art and music. In Australia, the task of
getting governments accepted has generally been easy. Nobody wanted a
return to the ancien regimes of chain gangs; and existing social conflicts have
been softened by welfare measures with an arbitration system to accommodate
the unions. Potential intellectuals have found niches as scholars or bohemians.
If formulae were needed, these were taken from Britain and readily fitted
institutions modelled on British originals. The ultimate source of authority was
the legal system; the last court of appeal being the Privy Council in London.

It was only when British ways lost their attraction roughly in pace with the
fading international power of the United Kingdom, that locally produced
bodies of ideas began to command attention. The chief exponents of those
ideas now belong to the oldest surviving generation and their followers are
generally in their forties. Australians in their twenties and thirties more
readily affiliate with an international culture; the one emanating from France

* Part I of this manuscript was written by George Munster. Part II is the edited
transcript of a taped discussion between George, Ross, Tim, myself and Terry, recorded
at Glebe on 2.8.84. George died twelve days later, a sudden, incomprehensible loss to
each one of us. In completing his original manuscript, I have taken the liberty of writing
in a little more of George’s part in this discussion than his own modestly edited draft
contained. AKS .
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being the most favoured,at least in Sydney. In practice, this younger genera-
tion is up against the fact that the grant-giving bodies, the academic job
structure, the media and cinema industry, still propagate the ideas of the
oldest generation, or provide variations on them. A young feminist, for

instance, might thus find herself carrying out research on women ’organisers’
in the Australian textile industry 1910-1960, a compromise which allows her
to advance neither feminist theory nor the Greek migrant women presently at
their sewing machines.

Such tensions, of course, are not peculiar to those working in intellectual
fields. They also characterise recent governments, whose operations begin to
resemble those in office at Saigon during the 1960’s and early 1970’s. Govern-
ments seek support from below by sponsoring nationalism anywhere from the
arts to sport; but they must also make themselves look good by demonstrat-
ing their ’multinationalism’, to ensure the supply of investment and loans
from major financial markets and to keep their chief military ally, the United
States, on side. This is an unstable position and it is no longer even possible to
speak, of a ’legitimation crisis’ - the search for ways of demonstrating that
governments do have coherent policies behind apparent incoherence. Instead
of looking for intellectuals who might undertake that daunting task, govern-
ments now advertise their ’pragmatism’, cherish ’experts’ and ’professionals’
who as often as not, merely accentuate this social contradiction by independ-
ently pursuing conflicting aims of their own.

Risking the suspicion of necrophilia, I shall outline what I see as the main
‘established’ bodies of ideas produced by Australian intellectuals. The first set
in this enumeration has been developed in and for the educational system by
producers generally employed in that system. A second set is manufactured
more directly for governments, most commonly as undisclosed advice, but
occasionally as impartial wisdom emanating from commissions of enquiry or
committees of experts called together by authority. The standpoint from
which I describe these bodies of ideas is politically ’left’; that is, it reaches
for the possibility of what was once called ’popular sovereignty’ and is now
labelled ’political participation’. Since these ideas are intended to produce
’authority’ both for their producers and for governments, my enumeration
of them is a critical one.

I. ’The Reconciliationists

These are Australian specialists in ’political science’ who try to explain ’how’
the system works rather than ’why’ this specific system exists. Accordingly,
they are short on the longue dure’e of history, on intensive comparison, and
on evaluation. Two models have wide currency at present -

(a) Pluralist interest group theory: The central contention here, is that a
plurality of ’interests’ requires a State as their arbiter. This theory is partly a
reply to the instrumental theory of the state in vulgar Marxism and partly a
description and legitimation of pressure group politics.
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(b) Functional bureaucracy theory: Drawing on Weber via his American
adapters, the proponents of this model see Australian society as increasingly
complex and bureaucracy as a way of handling that. The increasing size of
central administration is acknowledged and mild remedies such as Freedom of
Information Laws are occasionally supported. Bureaucracy is seen as ’a style’,
not a class with a share of the national product. Between them, these two
models accommodate the two political mainstreams in Australia: the plural-
ist model extends its sympathy to the Right and sees the demands of capital-
ist lobbies as ’natural’; the functional bureaucracy model smiles on an
extension of the public sector: after all, Canberra votes Labor.

These ideas address the polity in a specific way. The next two in my enumera-
tion use a more diffuse idiom, addressing the polity in an indirect manner.

2. Metaphysical Australianism

The best known exponents of this are Patrick White in a traditional literary
mode, and Manning Clark in historiography. Characteristically, they take up
existing incidents and legends from the past and heighten the expositions of
earlier leftish, populist writers by giving these a tragic dimension. Their style
is inflated, their leanings religiose. They shun economic analysis. The poet/
environmentalist Judith Wright, repentant for the ringbarking her ancestors
caused, is another of these. All three produce elegies, with intermittent
breast-beating for a past rural class now diminishing in numbers and political
power. Their attraction is that they stand at a critical angle to urban

commercialism, but only because of their residual pastoral position as

descendants of squires and parsons.

3. The Standard Bearers

The best known figures within this grouping are teachers of literature, an area
that directly links the universities to the secondary schools, with the univers-
ities setting the agenda or ’standards’ for the rest. There are two clusters here:

(a) The Neo-Classicists: A. D. Hope, the late James McAuley, Leonie
Kramer.

(b) The Leavisites: Vincent Buckley, Sam Goldberg.

Both clusters see literary studies as keeping in touch with traditions; both
have an ambivalent, and usually deprecatory attitude to contemporary writing
- Joyce excepted. None of them arrive at a coherent aesthetic, though Hope
has tried. A closer look at their work reveals a circular political argument,
from the literary to the social and back again: the maintenance of tradition
and standards requires the existence of an educational hierarchy, and the
hierarchy requires the existence of standard bearers. The recourse to anti-
quated texts and failure to produce any aesthetic theory shows up blatantly
in the standard bearers’ inability to deal with areas such as film. This gap has
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allowed semiotics to push its way into Australian academic discourse in
recent times.

4. The Empirio-technicists

Since the 1920’s at least, and drawing on the United States as much as Britain,
Australians have produced a flood of elementary instruction manuals ranging
from IQ testing to sex counselling, consumer and psephological market re-
search, through to health service delivery and television ratings. Everyday
idiom is strewn with the wreckage of this ’instruction’; it spreads to commerc-
ial radio and advice columns of the Sunday papers. The theoretical compon-
ents of these instructional discourses - from matrix algebra to role theory,
commonly collapse as soon as they are examined. But like the Church of
England, which has no serious theology, empirio-technicism continues
because it provides livings. The social and political impact of this ideology is
transparent: it provides images of people as individual, manipulable, and in
numbers, streamable into existing institutions.

5. Marxian Derivations

Here I want to mention, not so much the work of Australian Marxists, like
Alastair Davidson or Boris Frankel who participate in cosmopolitan discuss-
ions, but those residues of Marxist party teaching which have been lodged in
political practice. The most significant of these residues is the overwhelming
pro-technology attitude of trade unions, whose members experienced the
benefits of labour lightening during the decades of high employment. These
people are now perplexed by the other face of technology, its replacement of
human labour and elimination of jobs. Underlying their perplexity is a form
of Marxism that emphasises the ’forces of production’ over all else, and sees
the Soviet Union as the place where these ’forces’ have been unleashed for the
benefit of Mankind. In the service and communication industries, unions
often take a different stand: nevertheless these Marxist models, equated with
the most readily available alternative to capitalist discourse, offer little guid-
ance.

I now pass to the second set within my taxonomy of ’authority producers’:
ideas and advice tendered directly to governments through commissions and
expert committees.

6. Knights of the Round Cable

The separate colonies, and now the Commonwealth, having access to monies
that local capitalists could not provide, have a long history of servicing roads,
railways and later air transport. Engineers and applied scientists, trained to
construct and administer this ’infrastructure’ have been employed by the
state in substantial numbers. Politicians, commonly trained in law, have not
always understood what engineers were doing, and so upper engineering
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echelons would take the decisions and then present them as ‘non-political’.
Engineers had an ideology of growth long before it was measured in gross
national product percentages. A few economists might challenge the incid-
ence of charges, but since the political structure favours large corporations
against small consumers, such challenges have generally been ineffectual. The
leverage exercised hy engineers over governments is neatly illustrated in the
Franklin Dam controversy.

7. The Kissinger Kids

The ground for the pervasive idea that governments need academically trained
advisers and that advisers need governments in order to get in touch with
’reality’, was laid during the Second World War, with an inflow of ’lateral’ re-
cruits, who soon gave themselves mandarin airs. Having worked with a Labor
Government under the stress of a Wartime emergency, the majority quickly
became cold warriors. They supplied policy for Coalition governments for
the next twenty-three years. Questions generated in Canberra occasionally
filtered to a wider public through bodies like the Australian Institute of Inter-
national Affairs, through a few academic experts, or through background
briefings for selected newspaper correspondents. With the ascent of Whitlam,
a new set of ’welfare monitors’ came on the scene: some hitherto middle

ranking public servants; other staffers previously attached to the Labor

Opposition; others again recruited through academic networks. In a sense, the
Vietnam War drew a demarcation line. Nevertheless, the older bureaucracy
won many important battles, especially those centred on ’national security’.
Recognising that silence is an element in consensus, Fraser eliminated most of
the younger draftees. The Hawke Government has brought in more advisers,
but fearful of washing its linen in public, plays down their role. The except-
ion to this shadow play, is the Office of Women’s Affairs, an arrangement dat-
ing from the Women in Politics Conference 1975, which struck bureaucrats
as an uncontrollable tendency. Throughout all this, the public has continued
to be persuaded that permanent public servants are more knowledgeable and
more trustworthy than elected politicians - largely because their activities
remain unknown.

Finally I would like to add a group that legitimises the operations of corpor-
ate enterprise.

8. The Bottom Liners

Take a balance sheet and below profit or loss for the year there is another

line, the certification by a firm of auditors. This certification mediates
hetween a corporate enterprise and its equity or loan capital in the main sav-
ing institutions, the pension funds and life insurance offices. The auditors,
formally trained as accountants, are partners in large firms with Anglo-
American links and use Anglo-American rule books to perform their tasks.
From these positions, accountants have risen to advising governments on the
intricacies of financial markets and taxation, with whose details the Canherra
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bureaucrats are often unfamilair. The part played by the late Keith Campbell,
for instance, is exemplary. Accounting concepts however, have become

increasingly loose, while high rates of inflation have produced basic con-
ceptual problems. These developments have generally been ignored by the
international Left, which sees a crisis in capitalism everywhere but at the
crisis points.

My analysis has focused on bodies of ideas rather than on groups of people:
first, because the fluidity of positions taken by individual Australians is strik-
ing ; and second, because I want to open up ’practices’ to criticism, rather
than conduct a census. The analysis has been tilted towards the political. But
while I want to insist on this political moment, I don’t want to endorse a

theory of political reductionism. On the contrary, there are playful aspects to
some of these ideas. They also store information that might be sublated into
other contexts. The immediate political emphasis derives from the fact that
most of these ’intellectuals’ situate themselves vis-a-vis the State, the great
majority in fact, being employed in state institutions.

The ’established’ viewpoints enumerated in this taxonomy have been

challenged by a younger generation as new political and personal practices
arose. These began with protest against the Vietnam War, then came the
Women’s movement, followed by urban and rural environmental activism.
The challengers turned to international critiques and the name Marcuse float-
ed through Australian campuses, as it did through French and American ones.
At that time, the targets of criticism were transparently local, but these be-
came fainter, with the imported analyses that followed. For some, a collect-
ion of Lacan’s Seminaires became an end in itself, if not the stage-set for an
imaginary world.

I see two epistemological problems in the employment of imported critiques,
First, specific social conditions are not just instances of universals; they carry
separate historical loads. For instance, Australian ’masculinity’ and ’feminin-
ity’ are constructed out of elements specific to our culture, and are not
properly discernible without that kind of understanding. Second, it seems to
me that when critiques derived from international theory are put forward in
the local context, and applied to local situations, they are understood by
their audiences through prevailing local models and at once suffer distortion,
unless these views of reality are first criticised.

So, I would like to ask you Terry, Kay, Ross and Tim, for your response to
the foregoing analysis. I want to elicit critiques alternative or supplementary
to my own political emphasis. I ask: Given the available ’spaces’, what altern-
ative roles can intellectuals assume or create? Are there areas where inter-
national models, combined with previous local practice, have been used
productively to measure the local situation? What unresolved problems
present themselves in all this?
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II

George Munster My original perception was that ’established Austral-
ianism’ and the other paradigms I have enurnerated, were still hanging over
people. They were trying to get away from this by reading Foucault, Alt-
husser, and so on, but that led to a dichotomy where intellectual practice was
no longer facing Australian cultural reality. After our first meeting, however,
I felt you were saying this isn’t so: that the work of the earlier generation is
really quite dead.

Ariel Kay Salleh: Yes, the status of their models is practico-inert. We
know they are there, but for us they are mere institutions, sedimentations

Ross Poole: But there are two kinds of question, aren’t there:
what is the background of our particular intellectual culture - Marx and
others? And then, nobody interested in Australia is going to ignore significant
figures like Patrick White and Manning Clark; whether or not we accept the
frameworks they construct.

Tim Rowse: What strikes me is that George’s text has a mandarin
bias in its definition of intellectuals: why doesn’t it pick out Phillip Adams or
Mike Willesee, Michelle Field ... or Don Anderson, for example? As I see it,
there is an implicit tendency in society to conceive of publics as arranged in a
kind of pyramid. Yet there is not really a hierarchy, only the production of
different authorities for different publics. There is also a hierarchical notion
which stems from occupational ranking, the mental/manual distinction in
labour. It is attributable to the education system and consequent stratifica-
tion of people who are differently credentialled, with characteristic forms of
leisure. Its like Bourdieu’s analysis, I suppose. This conventional hierarchy is
kept in place by government patronage and by education. But I think its
more useful to conceive of differently constituted publics; not ranked accord-
ing to good and bad knowledge, just according to experientially different
knowledge. Hence, you’ve got to counter the tendency to think about
intellectuals in a way that privileges them by distinguishing between good and
bad knowledge.

Munster: Don’t confuse the production of ’authority’ with
the production of ’knowledge’. I think its the production of phoneyness, my-
self.

Salleh: What worries me about Tim’s pluralist model is its
relativism; the justification of what is shoddy for some groups in society --
Womens Weekly or certain Saturday afternoon TV shows for working class
men.

Rowse: I didn’t mean to imply that all these ways of
looking at the world were equally valuable.
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Poole: If you don’t think that; then, who do you think is the
group in a position to assess these knowledges?

Rowse: The one I’m in. I think that’s the only answer anybody
could ever give.’

Poole: Well, that’s roughly been the role of the traditional
intellectual hasn’t it, to perform that task? In its traditional usage, the word
’intellectual’ has applied to people attached to universities or otherwise in-
volved in the production of ideas. It refers to people with a certain kind of
self-awareness, a sense of belonging to a certain tradition and of having the
right and duty to discriminate and assess. Such intellectuals conceive of them-
selves as articulating values which, if not universals, at least transcend those
aspects of society, culture, politics, or whatever they are evaluating. The
possibility of intellectual work in this sense, was pretty systematically under-
mined by positivism however, leaving intellectuals with very little role now
except that of being ’technocrats’. We can agree to use the word in this
established way, or, like Tim, we can wrench it out of this context and give it
a different and devalued meaning. Perhaps we are just arguing about different
linguistic strategies here?

Rowse: To say that, is to homogenise intellectuals .too much as a
group, rather than to see a number of audiences addressed by a number of
different people, all with that structural characteristic of being intellectuals

Terry Smith: I find it interesting that Tim tries to pick out’where
social power functions and these sites are obviously dispersed. But some-
where, George, Kay and Ross find a further power to discriminate, and relate
to previous traditions. Neither of these two notions of intellectual practice
make sense unless you are very specific about the sort of person or discourse
you are relating to. My further worry is that both accounts of knowledge and
power are totalising or seamless. Instead, we may want to pick out something
distinctive about Australian intellectuals here. For instance, towards the end
of his autobiography, Bernard Smith uses the phrase &dquo;lucky bastards&dquo;. He’s

twenty-five years old, has just joined the Communist Party and just finished
Pkce, Taste and Tradition. He then projects himself beyond 1945 and says,
he is still there &dquo;a bastard among them taking notes&dquo;. What is this necessary
illegitimacy? What space is he in - critical, open, closed? And why is he
taking notes?

Munster: It’s a quotation from Robert Burns &dquo;... a child among
you taking notes ... &dquo;.

Smith: Oh alright, yes. Well, I find a whole lot of people are like
this, Manning Clark and even Adams, fascinatingly flawed and full of contra-
dictions, because they seem to work both through a notion of their discipline
and a notion of the popular - of being in crucial ways responsible to the
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Australian people or ethos. They are not satisfied to end up in the academy
like W. K. Hancock. We should be trying to understand intellectuals like
them.

Munster: i These people don’t want to be futile; they want to give
others some guidance, a sense of the situation in which they are.

Smith: And find it, as well, as give - the old, elite notion of
the intellectual is of a person who, through exercise of his discipline, usually
’his’, will produce a knowledge which has to ’hold’. Whereas I have a strong
sense that Smith and Manning Clark are compelled to speak both to their own
exaggerated notion of their profession and also, to some notion, however
rawly constructed, of the people.

Salleh: Isn’t that one of the oppressive features of being
Australian - that one feels obliged to translate, to reach the standard, ’ordin-
ary man’ (sic) because of the supposedly ’egalitarian’ nature of this country
and its culture?

Poole: Terry’s account of Bernard Smith and Manning Clark
provides a link between the more traditional concept of the intellectual and
the kind of concept Tim is interested in. If we were to construct an ideal-type
of the traditional intellectual, Manning Clark and Smith would fit as people
with self-awareness of their position and context, and with a belief in tran-
scending that; a self-awareness, uneasiness, ambivalence in relation to their
social position. Not quite belonging. George himself is a similar case.

Smith: It has to do with class, with temperament, all sorts of
things, but this ’misfitting’ enables certain kinds of speech. Bernard Smith can
be ultra-conservative one moment, radical at another. In terms of his style of
work, he’ll spend ten years on every minute detail connected with Cook’s
voyage, then engage in writing the whole history of Australian art from a
critical realist viewpoint. Other people are also pulled in two directions. Their
productivity is mutant. The trouble is, there’s really no secure or comfortable
space for intellectual work in Australia, though some people, like Kamenka,
desperately search for it.

Rowse: It was in search of just such a space that I thought it
worthwhile getting involved in the Bicentennial History Project. The good
reason for getting into that was its attempt to massively market and to
legitimate a project of historical memory; to get dissenting articulations of
the Australian past into print. A state fostered project like this is a rare
chance.

Munster: What do you see in historical research; are you trying
to indicate to people that what they are doing now, is a sediment of what has
happened in the past?
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Rowse: Having found a platform .. , what you end up with is a

committee with no consistent agenda; a contingent list of topics, with no
apparent originating concept at all. I have a clear account of my motives, but
not of my actions, because these have become so involved with other people’s.

Munster: Was your original starting point the conviction that a
generalising activity, like sociology perhaps, didn’t throw up the answers?

Rowse: Sociology could throw up answers; it can become a

project of historical definition in the hands of someone like Dianne Austin
when she writes about Australian sociologists such as Encel and Connell ...

Munster: Kay, do you see any parallel between what feminist
theorists have done and what Bernard Smith, according to Terry, is doing?
Do they want both to articulate a theory that holds and also, to write about
experiences they themselves and their audience have had?

Salleh: Yes, I think that’s precisely the case: some valuable

epistemological contributions have arisen out of the need to face this
dilemma too. But there’s also a tension or bifurcation between detailed

empirical expos6s which give ’the facts’ about women’s exploitation now, and
feminist writing which would address a transcendent project beyond the here
and now. There tends to be a lack of fit between the two ways of working
and this creates misunderstandings within the women’s movement unfortun-
ately. The other thing in common with the misfitting intellectual typified by
Smith, and perhaps you George, is that for the feminist, the problem of
having no social space to belong in, is experienced much more acutely. She
cannot ’pass’ as a women because by definition, a woman does not ’think’.
She cannot pass as an intellectual, because the serious intellectual is always
understood to be ’a man’. If she undertakes empirical work, this may run the
risk of ’co-option’. If she mounts a transcendent critique, she will be accused
of ’irrelevance’, and so on.

Smith: Artists suffer this constantly in their representational
practice; such work is riven, crossed, confused but also very strongly formed
by such conflicts. Tom Roberts is a case in point. In ’Bailed Up’ he tries to
paint a picture that could hang in the British Academy but also one that
would be popular in Australia. The popularity owes to the concrete way of
painting, everyone who has ever been on a horse can relate to it; at the same
time though, the background landscape is as abstract as buggery.

Poole: Taking up some of this: if its part of the self-conscious-
ness of Australian intellectuals that they see themselves as critics and evaluat-
ors, then part of their problem is that the criteria of validity they apply are
contained elsewhere, in European culture, because that’s the tradition they’re
associated with. For those intellectuals who stay here, being a critic of
Australian institutions, means having an Australian audience, and the critic
has to relate to that.
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Salleh: The dilemma for the feminist intellectual is not so much
the pull between international versus local audiences, as a tension between
immanent and transcendent voices, I think, though there is some overlap. For
instance, if a feminist writer paid too much attention to local audience con-
cerns, she would say very little. The transcendent project would be totally
suffocated by the immanent demand for equal wages etc.: the status quo as it
is organised now. The latter emphasis seems quaint and perverse too, in a
society that has already become post-industrial.

Munster: There are books like Edna Ryan and Anne Conlon’s of
course, a worthy history of the basic wage, but which at the same time, are
supposed to be a contribution towards feminist theory ...

Salleh: No, the transcendent project reaches towards a very
radical kind of structural change, based on cultural change. But with this sort
of intellectual work, of course, you forego any possibility of research funds.
There is no place to turn to.

Munster: The acceptance of any authority implies a form of con-
scription ’to’ it. And again, the more people participate in its manufacture,
the less real political participation there is. However, and I tried to convey
this in my outline, in all these Australian models, ’authority’ is projected by
intellectuals in a particularly ’masculine’ form. Hence, the question arises for
the women’s movement: How do you subvert that?

Salleh: I’d borrow Tim’s idea that there is a plurality in areas of
authority. A feminist strategy might play one of these off against another,
seek out the contradictions in patriarchal practice and catch the oppressors in
a double-bind.

Munster: Hmm ... the game of Leonie Kramer versus Manning
Clark ... which has already been played ...

Salleh: Well then; a more fundamental but as yet unpopular
tack, would be to go for western patriarchy at its root in the Man/Nature
split. And this takes us right back to a reconsideration of what is meant by
the word ’politics’ as well. One of the things that made me uncomfortable
when I read George’s text was the ’masculine’ way in which the word was
used, and the Macquarie Dictionary didn’t help either. What gets me about
this conception of the ’political moment’ is that it is first, ’phallic’; second,
’positivist’; and third, ’statist’. The State is somehow conceived of as Real,
yet there is a total lack of recognition of the personal-political dimension.
This is all implicit though, and would need a hermeneutic analysis of the text
to sustain my claim. Beyond this further, is the fact that the whole substant-
ive ’thrust’ of these ’authorities’, hangs on a ’human chauvinist’ definition of
politics. It is limited to a concern only with human beings, as opposed to
looking beyond the ’human’ and seeing that we are coterminous with the
’natural’ world. Until we shunt our culture, including science, and hence
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politics, into that recognition, we aren’t going to get anywhere with the
moral, economic and survival problems that are threatening to blow things
apart now.

Munster: Remember, I’m portraying, not endorsing these intellect-
uals. I’m also saying that what they do is hostile to the Left and to political
participation. I use the work ’political’ here in two ways: that which relates
to the state; and that which is being put in the public arena. I’d dearly love to
see a lot more things put in the public arena, which is what I’m arguing for.

Salleh: My criticism doesn’t apply only to the practico-inert
establishment models that you’ve described; it applies also to the Left, and
not only to the male-dominated Left but to the feminist Left as well. They
are still operating within this same anti-ecological human chauvinist problem-
atic.

Poole: The very category ’intellectual’ is constructed within a
statist discourse. Presumably any such category is subject to Kay’s criticism.
So this gives rise to the question: What happens to the concept ’intellectual’
given that criticism?

Salleh: O.K. Given my framework, what do I understand by the
term ’intellectual’? I would break this up into three: a) Who can be an
intellectual now? b) Who would be an intellectual after the Man/Nature split
has been healed? And c), what practices are appropriate to eco-feminist
intellectuals and others? Well first, those women intellectuals who are pushing
an eco-feminist critique, have emerged because the forces of entropy in our
society are so advanced, that people who exist at the fork of competing
authority systems can no longer sustain the going reality. You know, Laing
wrote about it. This is why such people are qualified to speak as they do. Its a
dialectical process. To be a mother, a feminist and an academic, for example,
is an unlivable contradiction-in-terms; it is to exist in a ’non-space’. Neverthe- _

less, the abrasion which this means experientially, is conducive to certain in-
sights ; political insights that are empirically, no, ’organically’ tied to what
most needs to be changed in our society.

Munster: If I recall rightly, Bateson made this point in a footnote
when he said something like - Look my theory of the double-bind in relation
to schizophrenia was wrong; because in fact, this is what creative people are
subject to ipso factor.

Salleh: At present, eco-feminists are compromised both by their
’learning’ and by the expectations of those they must address. But it is early
days yet. Looking to the future and the erotic society which eco-feminism
would bring back - a society ruled by love instead of power and ego interests,
the intellectual would be an anachronism, because by definition the notion
depends on the patriarchal split between body and mind, sensuality and
cognition. Your way of asking the question about intellectuals is positivist. It
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assumes one answer for all time, as opposed to the fact that we are all ’in
process’.

Munster: Can I jump to something, and it is related ...

Salleh: Wait a minute, I haven’t finished my point c) yet.

Rowse: Come on, this is supposed to be an oral text. What’s this
a, b, c. etc.?

Salleh: I can’t speak your oral language: there are no words
there for a woman to use if she would be heard by men ... Now c), in the
present conjuncture there are eco-feminist intellectuals who have a temporary
mediating role in history. Their strategy should be to break down arbitrary
cultural divisions between the human and the natural, giving back value to
human capacities that have been derisively labelled ’feminine’; a re-vitalisation
of what has been repressed in both men and women during the dark ages of
patriarchy. An appropriate practice, would therefore reach out to ordinary
women in society restoring their own potency and confidence in the ’femin-
ine’. This feminist would not operate as an intellectual ’producer of author-
ity’ in the statist sense, nor enter the public service, nor participate in any
games that prop up the ’masculine’ terms of reference with its deformed con-

caption of the political.

Munster: May I address the question of a parallel between art and
feminism? In Bernard Smith’s personal style we have a pull in two directions;
but in his art history he relies on a notion of adequacy of representation -
what one could very broadly call the Lukacs style of aesthetic. The opposite
is exemplified in the Adorno style; his music criticism which concentrates on
contradiction. It seems to me that the problem for the Lukacs style is that it
can’t accommodate modernism. Now I see quite clear contradictions in
modernist painting. There is still an edge to the picture though the frame has
gone. It tells you &dquo;This is a picture&dquo;. Yet what is on canvas says &dquo;This isn’t a
picture, it’s an exercise in style, colour, shape, perspective, or a challenge to
them&dquo;. It recalls again the Batesonian notion of the double-bind: there is a
meta-message which tells you &dquo;This is serious, or playful, etc.&dquo; and it comes
from a father or mother, while at another level there is a message telling you
&dquo;Your father is a bastard, or you are a bastard ...&dquo; 

.

Salleh: Baudrillard is doing the same thing with us surely?

Munster: He’s playing end-games.

Poole: Is the link here, the fact that there are people, Marxists,
feminists, who say they stand for the end of intellectuals, yet by their very
position instantiate the highest, most privileged form of that same order?

Salleh: Except that the eco-feminist position is not a ’privileged
position’, it self-destructs. It both comes from, and leads to, the dissolution
of ego.
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Poole: Just as a Marxist utopia perhaps, will involve a dissolu-
tion of the distinction mental versus manual labour? I think unmasking is a
legitimate task of Left intellectuals, but the construction of utopias is not.
This is technocratic; the end is given, so all that remains is how to achieve it.
The basic problem with Leninism wasn’t that it lacked moralism or utopian-
ism. On the contrary, it was excessively confident that utopia was just around
the corner, and it was just a matter of finding the political means to get there.
It’s one thing to identify what’s wrong with contemporary society, another to
say what the solution is. The task of political movements is to be creative; it
must involve people themselves, deciding what future they want to live in. It’s
not the task of intellectuals to say what that future ought to be. Still, un-
masking the present is a residual task for intellectuals.

Salleh: It seems to me that you can’t be critical or do ’a de-

mystification’ unless you have a frame of reference and that frame is precisely
’a utopia’. The two things are not separate; utopia is not empirical, it’s an
ideal condition, projected by human beings. In these discussions there is

usually a slippage, between two senses of utopia: one being an ideal reference
point in terms of which unmasking proceeds; the other is the concrete blue-
print of some neatly specified future state or five year plan.

Poole: Perhaps criticism requires a frame of reference. But such
frames may be internal to what is criticized, that is immanent, or be provided
by some moral position. In neither case need it involve a utopia.

Munster: I feel the problem with Leninism was not moralism, but
saying &dquo;We’ll do this for ’other’ people&dquo;. Hence the subsequent conditions of
unfreedom.

Poole: My talk of &dquo;the problem with Leninism&dquo; was an over-

simplification. What I meant to say was that it’s sometimes possible to be
aware that things are wrong without knowing, except in the most inchoate
way, what the alternative is. Most important political movements get started
this way. For example, the concept of socialism existed as a kind of negation
of capitalism; that was about all the positive content it had. Now we’re aware
that certain negations of capitalism don’t work. So we have a clearer idea of
what socialism ’is not’. But still not a very clear idea of what it is.

Munster: At a later stage, socialism was identified with central

planning: and then, any step that strengthened the State was regarded, willy
nilly, as a step to socialism.

Poole: Yes, the opposite of private property was conceived to
be public, i.e. state property. But whatever the value or disvalue of national-
isation and central planning, we now know that these do not amount to social
ownership.

Salleh: Is the outcome of this argument then, a claim that all
intellectuals can ever do is ’deconstruct’? Because if so, we’ve now kissed ’the
production ot authority&dquo; types 1-8 above thoroughly goodbye.
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Munster: Well, I thought we were deconstructing them.

Rowse: Are we deconstructing them and therefore defining our-
selves as intellectuals in one way, but confirming another definition of
intellectuals which is, those who construct what we can deconstruct?

Salleh: I’d like to get back to something to do with what Terry
said about art and otherness and deconstruction and Australianness.

Smith: That makes a bit more sense to me than what George
said about modernism. Modernism on his reading is a deconstructive activity,
reflexive, self-conscious, but this is only one aspect. Another crucial side was
its engagement with radical social change - say, in Weimar Germany. Recent
readings go beyond this either/or, and see its most productive moments
occurring in post-revolutionary Russian art, for example, when the construct-
ivist avant-garde and social realism crossed over each other. This actually
happens more often in the peripheries, away from the storm centres of ’pure’
modernism like Paris early in the century. And it helps us see Australian art as
distinct, not inferior. It also concerns me that we have tended to regard
intellectuals as writers. If we take not the mode they are working in, but what
they are working on, then artists can be intellectuals - think of Tom Roberts.
All of us are trying to project readings of the society we’re living in, these
reading are metaphors. George Miller and the people who produced Mad Max
11 created a new image of Australia. I don’t say we identify with Mad Max II,
but the kind of world projected there is the stuff of desperation. I think a lot
of Australians are writing in metaphors shaped like that. This applies to
another absence from George’s list: labor movement intellectuals. The whole
stress on multinationals by the Political Economy movement was part of this
competing for a politically powerful metaphor of Australia -- against, say, the
landscape imagery in the mining company advertisements. And people like
Ted Wiltshire and Bruce Petty set this analysis going within the unions; the
Metalworkers’ publication Australia Uprooted is an example. Much of it also
circulates in the Labor Party, or used to, before the consensus clampdown.
Again, look at Paul Foss’s studies of the Portugese maps made before any of
them got to Australia. That’s the same kind of work as goes on in art and film
theory.

Munster: Carole Pateman is doing a bit here too. But on the whole,
I’d say the empirio-technicists have virtually taken over the process of histor-
ical definition: where we should have been, critical and reflective. This phrase
&dquo;Make it operational&dquo;, you know, like a military operation. And that’s

exactly what they’re conducting.

Salleh: What interests me as a feminist, is that this preoccupa-
tion with ’Australianism’ surfaces mainly in the ’expressive’ dimension, not
often in the so called ’serious’ areas. We should explore that. At a personal
level though, I’m puzzled by the fact that the notion of ’Australia’ means
nothing to me.
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Poole: Not even as an object of understanding?

Salleh: No, nothing really, - only as an object of other people’s
understanding perhaps.

Smith: I think that’s absolutely crucial. Australia has to be a
’construction’, an artifice in front of a ’nothing’: it certainly applies to
masculinity, to woman and to nation.

Munster: My taxonomy of the construction of authority starts off
at this point.

Smith: In art these things are competing fabrications, primal
images: a desert crossed, a voyage, and woman is treated the same. Yes, this
relates to some central questions within feminism, as raised by Mitchell, Rose,
Mulvey and Coward; particularly the point that ’woman’ is a fabrication

totally organised by male drives around the concept of ’lack’. Their work
usefully destroyed the essentialism of radical feminism. But it has its own

political problems - it is ultimately about the powerful attraction of power-
lessness. On the other hand, you have the Mexican artist, Frida Kahlo, who
suggests a model for critical resistance, just in this ’lack’ ...

Poole: What did you mean by saying about constructs that
there is nothing behind them?

Smith: I’m not saying that we’re all constructed by internal
mirrors, but that all of our reference-points no matter how apparently funda-
mental, can suddenly appear as surface signs of an absent value, like bill-
boards beside a rosdway. This seems increasingly so. It seems realistic to

acknowledge such an effect, life as sets of effects, when something becomes
real only when confirmed, or preceded by, a representation. Baudrillard’s
message, I suppose, is one which seems despairing, doomsday stuff, rnill~r~ar-
ian gloom. But I find it quite challenging, even inspiring, given what’s
happened to Marxism and so on, the necessity always to build from lack, but
always to build.

Munster: Look, you may construct ’race’ in terms of colour,
’Black’ and ’White’; but still there are Black slaves in the cane fields, not just
nothing.

Poole: It seems to me that it is a crucial political task to under-
stand the various existing constructions of Australia. We aren’t outsiders to
these constructions, I identify myself as an Australian - that’s why I queried
what Kay said. It’s interesting though, watching Hawke manipulating the con-
struct ; or to watch Hawke, Thatcher and Reagan. They are three politicians,
who, as soon as you get outside the context of the country in which they
operate, look absolutely absurd. You ask: ’How could anyone take them

seriously’. But as soon as you’re there in the country, you realise what clever
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politicians they are. They use symbols that have a terrific resonance. Now if
we could get some way towards deconstructing these, but at the same time,
recognising what desires and needs are invested in these symbols, we would be
doing something worthwile.

Munster: Exactly. See how over the last ten years or so, ministries
of sport have been springing up, to make sure that sportsmen and women fit
in with national politics. Sport is thus coupled with politics and politics is
constructed in terms of national identify, partly because Australians in the
past excelled in sport.

Salleh: In connection with Australianness and the popular, I’d
like someone to tell me what Spivak meant, when she said on the weekend
that Australia should be seen as ‘difference’, ’other’?

Smith: We should see Australia as if we were not in it.

Salleh: We’ve been doing this all along surely. We’ve been stand-
ing in Britain describing what it’s like being an Australian. Now we’re stand-
ing in America, or France perhaps?

Munster: It’s at the level of ma3s culture isn’t it, that Australian-
ism first appeared - in cartoons and comics? I’m passing over our pre-federa-
tion nationalism and referring to the twentieth century. Ginger Meggs in the
Sunday back pages emphasises the Australian, while news from Britain filled
the front of the Herald or Age.

Salleh: But the whole trend in media studies, John Docker’s
project, and Tim in another context, seems to me an attempt to legitimate a
very impoverished and second-rate sort of culture.

Poole: What Tim seems to be doing is to describe what is going
on, not to evaluate it. In that sense he is getting away from the idea that
being an intellectual is to be a critic. What Docker is doing is very different.
He is finding a positive value in cultural productions dismissed by traditional
intellectuals. He is reworking themes from traditional Marxism.

Salleh: Both are positivist though, working entirely in the here
and now without recourse to critical standards which might lead us out of it.

Poole: I see neither as that.

Munster: Tim is very much so; but Docker is seeing positive values
in popular culture because it belongs to a suppressed class.

Sallah: Well I’m not so sure about the liberatory potential of
that particular ethnic enclave - the ocker dominion ... As Anne Summers
has shown us, the cultural fabrication of Australianness is a very sexualised
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one. The earliest and most spontaneous Australian identity positions con-
structed by men ... ’masculine subjects’, play on this sexual difference.
Then again, if you look at A. D. Hope’s poetry - it would be interesting to
do a content analysis of his allusions to Woman and Nature, nature being the
Australian environment of course. And James McCauley’s description of the
hinterland as a woman beyond the change of life - breasts still tender but
within the womb is dry. The paradox for me, is the fact that this literature
resonates; and from an eco-feminist point of view, it does have a transcendent
political dimension. Patrick White is important in this way too.

Poole: You accept the identification of ’woman’ and ’nature’?

Salleh: Definitely; though this continues to be a very unfashion-
able line among feminists, especially intellectual ones whose commitments
have left them untouched by other aspects of living like child bearing and so
on - they have not had to make sense of such experiences in terms of their
feminism.

Poole: That seems truly amazing for a feminist, though doesn’t
it? Because what you get all through cultural history is a series of oppressive
identifications of the two. For example, in the 18th century a certain

dichotomy between the civilized and the natural was popular, and woman fell
on the ’other’ side, the natural.

Salleh: Yes, by this view woman and nature are both ’practico-
inert’, accretions, objects, resources. That image is what feminists have been
struggling to overturn for nearly two decades, and rightly so.

Poole: Then why accept it? The identification of woman with
nature is part of a discourse which feminism should reject. And the construct
of nature which the ecology movement is on about is different too. Its about
nature as alive and autonomous.

Salleh: Ross, within ecology there are both positions: one, the
older managerial approach sees the environment as an object to be controlled;
two, the deep ecology perspective, sees nature as alive. Eco-feminism coincid-
es with the latter and it understands both women and men as cathected to
this natural flow. It also puts forward a critique of instrurnentalistn, including
the 20th century feminist variant of it. My hunch is, that if we went back to
the Australian poets, we would find both instrumentalist and vitalist tendenc-
ies at work in their language.

Smith: For me, this ’deep ecology’ seems headed for the same
essentialist abyss that radical feminism fell into.

Munster: There’s an ongoing assumption in Australia that the
continent is ’a space’ to be filled by men. And the metaphor certainly covers
women as well.
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Poole: It includes Aboriginals too. They are there to be ‘remed-
ied’. Useless, helpless, but nevertheless, like women, they are seen to have
some ’mystical’ qualities ...

Salleh: ’Otherness’ they call it, and it includes ’art’. But this
authorised exclusionism is all part of the same old political device with its
separation of sensuality and thought -- patriarchy.

Poole: That seems too reductionist to me. I’d like to see us con-

sidering many competing authorities.

Smith: In Althusser’s ideology theory this was precisely the role
of the intellectual - to disperse, create mystification, to fill the space be-
tween where we want to be and where we actually feel ourselves to be.

Poole: It seems to me, that if intellectuals are to go beyond
talking to themselves, they need to find or invent a constituency whom they
speak to, and perhaps, on behalf of - people who are going to bring about
the changes needed. I think that feminist intellectuals are very aware that

despite a divided movement, they are relevant to and speak to a strong, if
diffuse, audience. Other dissident intellectuals no longer have this confidence.

Smith: I also think that’s a projection of the women’s move-
ment again as an ideal, unified other. It’s really just as shot through with
contradictions and sects as the Left in general.

Poole: Mmm ... male intellectuals talking about feminism ...

Salleh: You have to. I mean, not to speak would be a tokenism
... For me personally though, the women’s movement is a negative reference
point. I am a feminist, but I write with my back to the movement. What I
look forward to is a more wholistic position - something closer to the emerg-
ing Green consciousness. You see, feminism is defined and confined by a sex-
ual dualism which is essentially patriarchal and must be outgrown.

Poole: Dichotomies are implicit in any word associated with a
political movement.

Munster: You know I have my own interpretation of Thesis II,
Marx’s famous historical text about theory and practice: it’s not so much a 

_

recommendation to change the world as to change the philosophers. I can

give you philological evidence for that ...

Poole: Apart from the women’s movement, there is very little
going on at the moment which justifies the intellectuals’ need for a constitu-
ency. I’d be unhappy to speak like Gramsci of organic intellectuals in the con-
text of feminism though, Marxists in the early ’70s were confident even in the
absence of a working class movement that it was there. This confidence didn’t
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last all that long. We’re now in a ’post-Marxist’ period; the wider movement
doesn’t exist. Two other radical movements that do have something going for
them though are the anti-war and environmental movements. But I don’t
want to see socialism as dead and forgotten. Nor do I want to put too much
emphasis on self-confidence. Historically, it comes and goes. In inner Sydney
they’re already talking about post-feminism.

Salleh: What about the gay movement?

Munster: That’s not a movement.

Salleh: What is it then - a sport?

Munster: If you turn your mind to Russian intellectuals in the

years 1880-1917 in Switzerland. They thought they had an audience in the
working class, and they did in one sub-set of the working class. In England it
was the same. Many more people then were thinking, and educating them-
selves through socialist literature. Education is now quite different. A kind of
co-option is going on through it, even in relation to the women’s movement.
This might not end it, but will water it down. Particular women intellectuals
pass from the educational system into the bureaucracy. But perhaps ’other’
demands coming from the movement are too profound to be co-opted like
this?

Salleh: Demands to do with reproduction, for example, the so-
called ’natural’ area. I’m really encouraged by the debate about in-vitro ,
fertilisation that’s going on at the moment. It will bring the movement face to
face with the question of women’s ’difference’. The knots in this construction ’
can’t be avoided any longer, nor their political implications.

Poole: What you two are saying involves a typical intellectual’s
fallacy; the idea that some issues are so profound that they can’t be ignored.
But there is a gap between the existence of a problem and people being aware
of it. Even continued awareness needs to be sustained. So co-option is always
possible, and the whole debate about ’difference’ could easily seem irrelevant
in a year or two. It would be nice to think it was the role of intellectuals to
sustain the awareness of important issues: but intellectuals are often more
susceptable to the glamour of the new than anyone. 

’

Munster: This tape will go; take your chance and say something.

Smith: I suppose I’ve been thinking about why we’re here talk-
ing about these things. You not only leave out your own rare type of intellect-
ual from this taxonomical list George, but there is also an ambiguous sense in
which you are locating yourself as both contained by , yet different from , this
enumeration. Its an odd enterprise really, for someone who usually writes
much less speculatively; an intellectual who operates primarily in public
arenas with journalism, that most public speech; who unleashes exhaustive,
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scholarly scrutiny and all the mischievous insights of a misfitting alienate on
social abuses, suddenly revealing these as vital and fundamental; someone
who never obfuscates, idealises or legitimates, but rather applies abstract
analysis in a very clear and concrete way. Your work has always struck me as
critical intellectual labour of the most practical l~i~d,. comparable to 1. F.
Stone in the States or Egon Kisch in Germany. You are not just the catalyst
George, but the focus of this meeting, for all of us.
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